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Question: 1 
 
During a 0.5TB AVE installation, the technician notices there are timeout errors. What is the most likely 
cause? 
Response: 
 
A.Virtual disks were configured as dynamic 
B.Virtual disks were configured with eager zeroing 
C.No virtual disks were added during the OVA deployment 
D.No virtual disks were added during the OVF deployment 
 

Answer: B 
 

Question: 2 
 
To allow replicated backups to be managed from the source Dell EMC Avamar servers, which values in 
the mcserver.xml file should be set to true? 
Response: 
 
A.allow_dest_replica_management 
repl_adhoc_priority 
show_external_backups 
B.allow_dest_replica_management 
allow_manage_remote_backups_at_source 
C.show_external_backups 
allow_manage_remote_backups_at_source 
D.allow_dest_replica_management 
show_external_backups 
allow_manage_remote_backups_at_source 
 

Answer: D 
 

Question: 3 
 
A company has decided to use RMC in shared mode. During the initial network configuration, which file 
is modified to ensure that the entry for the backup network is bond0? 
Response: 
 
A.bondconf.xml 
B.usersettings.cfg 



C.probe.xml 
D.modprobe.conf 
 

Answer: A 
 

Question: 4 
 
Which is the minimum version of ESX Server required for a single-step restore of a Windows file from a 
VM Image level backup using EMC Avamar? 
Response: 
 
A.3.0 
B.3.2 
C.3.5 
D.4.0 
 

Answer: D 
 

Question: 5 
 
Before performing an Avamar software installation, where should the callable AVP packages be moved 
for processing by avinstaller? 
Response: 
 
A./data01/avamar/repo/temp 
B./home/avamar 
C./usr/local/avamar/src 
D./data01/avamar/repo/packages 
 

Answer: D 
 

Question: 6 
 
Which is the last step in the hardware installation portion of an EMC Avamarmultinode deployment? 
Response: 
 
A.Connecting to the customer network 
B.Cabling the nodes to the switch 
C.Powering on the nodes 
D.Placing nodes in the rack 
 



Answer: A 
 

Question: 7 
 
A company purchased a Dell EMC Avamar server with six Gen4T storage nodes M2400, included one 
accelerator node, and one spare node. 
They decided to use network redundancy for their backups, they will not use the Remote Management 
Console, and they will separate replication traffic with redundancy, and separate management traffic 
without redundancy. 
Which network interfaces should be used in the utility node? 
Response: 
 
A.eth0, eth1, eth2, eth3, eth4, eth5, eth6 
B.eth0, eth2, eth4, eth6, eth8 
C.eth1, eth2, eth3, eth4, eth5, eth7, eth8 
D.eth1, eth3, eth5, eth7 only 
 

Answer: C 
 

Question: 8 
 
A large file server is a client to Avamar. The initial backup does not complete within the backup window 
and was cancelled by the user to create a partial backup. By default, how long is the partial backup 
kept? 
Response: 
 
A.7 days 
B.14 days 
C.30 days 
D.Until the next successful backup 
 

Answer: A 
 

Question: 9 
 
Which staging levels are supported by ADMe? 
Response: 
 
A.Incremental and non-incremental 
B.Full and incremental 
C.Re-hydrated and full 
D.Incremental and re-hydrated 



 

Answer: A 
 

Question: 10 
 
An administrator wants to run garbage collection manually. What may prevent the garbage collection 
job from starting? 
Response: 
 
A.Backups are still running 
B.System is running in degraded mode 
C.OS capacity utilization exceeds 85 percent 
D.Replication is still running 
 

Answer: C 
 


